Year 1, Autumn 1

Wonderful and Wild!

Core Knowledge
Science:
 To know the names of parts of the human body
 To identify the five senses and to know which part of the body we use for
each
 To identify and name a variety of common animals including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals
 To identify and name a variety of common animals that are carnivores,
herbivores and omnivores
 To know the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet by designing and
making a healthy sandwich
 To understand where food comes from and how this links to climate
change
 To identify and name some fruits and vegetables
History:
 To know how the toys and games our grandparents played with compare
with our own
 To know and use some words to describe the past
Geography:
 To name the countries of the UK, their capital cities and surrounding seas.
 To locate Brighton and Hove, and the countries of the UK on a map
 Identify some characteristics of the four countries of the UK

Key Vocabulary
Science:
 Parts of the body: elbows, knees, shoulders, ankle, chin, ribs
 How we use parts of our body to sense the world around us: senses, taste,
touch, smell, hearing, sight
 Words to discuss the food we eat: healthy, diet, variety, balanced, food
group, protein, fats, carbohydrate fruit, vegetables, dairy/alternatives,
food miles, climate change
 Animal classification: mammal, amphibian, bird, fish, reptile
 Animal diet: carnivore, omnivore, herbivore
Design and Technology:
 Design, prepare, wash, chop, slice, evaluate, hygiene, tools
Geography:
 Country names: England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales, United
Kingdom
 Country capital cities: London, Belfast, Edinburgh, Cardiff
 Seas surrounding the UK: English Channel, Irish Sea, North Sea
History
 Vocabulary to describe the passing of time: Recently, present time, ‘When
my parents/grandparents were children’, years, decades

Key Locations


Brighton and Hove, England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
United Kingdom

Key texts

Beegu

Little Red Riding
Hood

Handa's Surprise

Walking Through
the Jungle

Wonderful and Wild Topic Teaser

The Giant Jam
Sandwich

Where the Wild
Things Are

The Owl who
was Afraid of
the Dark

Environmental Links
 Food miles and food waste






Which healthy foods do you like to eat?
Can you name some internal and external body parts?
Do you know which city and which country we live in?
Are the toys we play with now the same as the toys our teachers played
with when they were our age?

 Taking care of toys and repair
 Environmental impact of diet
 Environmental impact of travel

Cross-Curricular Learning
History: In History children will learn about changes within living memory, comparing their lives to that of their grandparents/older relatives. They will write a letter to their families, asking for information about the
toys and games they played when they were six years old. Their replies, as well as photos and artefacts, will be shared and children will identify similarities and differences as time has passed. Vocabulary: history past
present ‘when my grandparents were young’
Art: The children will explore a range of art techniques and media using fruit as their theme. They will make an observational line drawing of a chosen fruit focusing on the shape, pattern and detail. Then they will
decorate their fruit images with collage, pastels and paint to create different finishes, textures and colours. The children will learn the techniques to create a pinch-pot from clay and design a candle holder which can
be used to celebrate a winter festival. Vocabulary: shape line pattern texture collage paint oil pastel chalk pastel pinch-pot clay carve shape smooth pinch glaze tea-light
Science: In Science the children will learn to name and identify parts of the human body and label them clearly on a diagram. They will describe what key parts of the body do. They will name the five senses and
explore the importance of these in our everyday lives. They will test their senses to identify objects by taste, smell and touch alone. The children will explore the importance of keeping their body fit and healthy with a
balanced diet, exercise, good hygiene practices and sleep. Children will learn to name, sort and classify a variety of common animals. They will learn to recognise animal groups and the features and structure of the
animals in those groups. They will learn the meaning of a carnivore, omnivore and herbivore. Their home learning project will be to research and present facts about a wild animal of their choice. Vocabulary: sense
taste touch smell sight hearing healthy diet exercise sleep A variety of body parts, such as ‘elbow’ ‘ankle’ sort classify amphibian mammal bird fish reptile herbivore omnivore carnivore
Design and Technology: The focus in D&T this term is ‘Food technology.’ Children will begin to understand the principles of a healthy diet by naming, preparing and tasting a variety of fruits in a fruit salad. They will
learn to use tools, such as child-friendly knives, to create a class fruit salad. Children will apply what they have learnt about a balanced diet to design and make a healthy and appealing sandwich for a party guest. They
will apply techniques for using tools safely and will eat their finished product! Vocabulary: food technology healthy diet safety wash slice chop squeeze balanced diet design prepare evaluate
Music: The children will explore music through the themes of ‘Ourselves’ and ‘Our Bodies.’ They will make a variety of vocal sounds to match a song or poem, creating and performing a story expressively. They will
develop a sense of a steady beat using their own bodies, responding to music by playing rhythms on body percussion. In Autumn 2 the children will explore how music can be used to describe ‘Weather’ through voice,
movement and use of percussion instruments. Vocabulary: tempo fast/slow beat pitch high/low dynamics loud/soft tempo beat dynamics loud/quiet rhythm pitch high/low
Geography: Children will learn to name and locate on a map, the countries of the UK, their capital cities and surrounding seas. They will explore characteristics of these countries e.g. landmarks, language, flag, emblem
and make a poster to illustrate. Vocabulary: United Kingdom England Northern Ireland Scotland Wales map London Edinburgh Belfast Cardiff North Sea Irish Sea English Channel

Other Learning
PE: This half term children will develop the skills for playing Net Games and Gymnastics. They will develop coordination and control in their throwing and catching skills using beanbags and balls. They will improve
their ability to throw towards a target or into a space, and they will begin to learn how to defend their space within a simple game. Children will begin to explore tactics to be successful in a game. They will practise
and perform simple movements and balances using a range of body parts, and they will watch, copy and describe what they, and others, have done. The children will learn to move confidently and safely whilst
exploring speed, level and direction. Vocabulary: net game throw catch defend accuracy tactics gymnastics apparatus warm-up speed level direction balance
PSHE: To begin the year on a positive footing the children will look at good behaviours for learning within their new class community. They will recap our school’s Golden Rules and understand how they can put these
into action. Children will begin to consider ideas around democracy and citizenship. They will think about who makes decisions in our school and the role of our school’s council. They will take part in a vote to find our
class representatives. They will look at what makes them unique and also identify the things which they have in common with others. Vocabulary: golden rules behaviour community feelings honesty sharing
democratic/fair school’s council unique similar different
RE: Children will consider the sense of ‘belonging’ and how it feels to belong to a family, group of friends, club or religion. They explore how belonging to a religion can be displayed in special buildings, books, clothes,
songs, symbols and events. Children continue to learn a sense of respect for their own beliefs and culture, and that of other people. They will explore their own experience of celebrations/ festivals and compare this to
the importance of Advent and Christmas for Christians. Vocabulary: religion belonging symbol church synagogue mosque temple religion Christianity Christmas Advent church festival
Computing: The first computing unit of work allows children to develop their basic keyboard and typing skills. They will learn how to log on to the computer and use a mouse effectively. They will learn that certain
keys have a purpose and they will find and use keys on the keyboard. The children will explore existing graphics, as well as their own drawing, to create a Christmas/seasonal card for their families. Children will
practise launching an application and saving their work in a named folder. Vocabulary: keyboard key type log on username password mouse click graphics tools insert open save as folder minimise
restore
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